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In the last few years, much work has been done in the coding field and turbo codes have 
since taken the centre stage in research problems in communications. These codes have been 
proved to closely approach the Shannon limit and the iterative concept, applied in the 
decoding, has been applied to other components of the communication receiver. 
Global access to communications has been included in the new communication standards. 
SateIlite communications operating in the Ka Band is necessary to implement such 
standards. Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites constellations are the only systems that can be 
utilised to achieve global communications and have the major advantage of low propagation 
time when compared to the other satellite systems. The propagation environment between a 
sateIlite and a mobile user is very fragile and therefore powerful forward error correetion 
codes, such as turbo codes, are of necessity. Doppler effects are more severe in the Ka 
Band especially if the satellite is in the LEO. Interleaving is nonnally used to mitigate the 
effects of correlation but the channel remains partially interleaved or correlated. 
Applications of turbo codes performance in different fading environments have been 
considered in the literature. However, there is still a gap in the analysis with many analytic 
models derived only for the Additive White Gaussian Noise (A WGN) channel case. 
This thesis aims at presenting the perfonnance of turbo codes in the correlated and 
uncorrelated satellite fading channel. Turbo codes are known to give very good perfonnance 
results in A WGN channels, especially for very large input message length codes or 
interleaver sizes. It can be shown that good perfonnance of the turbo codes can be achieved 
with small interleaver sizes in a satellite channel. An average analytical bound based on the 
conventional union bound is derived to characterize the turbo code performance. The 
Gaussian approximation method is used to get an expression for the perfonnance of the 
Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (OS - COMA) system perfonnance. 
Gaussian quadratures are utilised to evaluate these expressions. Simulation and analytical 
results are presented to show the performance of the turbo codes and the perfonnance of the 
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I ntrod uction 
The drive for global communications triggered a shift in the perception of terrestrial and 
satellite communication networks. Previously, these networks were considered to compete 
but at present, they are considered to complement each other, [I J, [2]. Satellite personal 
communication is suitable for rural, maritime and aeronautical environments where there is a 
few number of users and the development of a terrestrial network infrastructure would be 
costly or impossible whilst terrestrial networks are suitable for densely populated areas with 
a multitude of users, [1], [3], [4J. 
Satellite Personal Communication Networks (SPCNs) are considered to provide an 
umbrella cell structure for terrestrial networks, extend services available in terrestrial 
networks, and assist in minimising call blocking or dropping inherent in terrestrial networks 
in densely populated areas [1], [5], [6]. SPCNs promises to offer ubiquitous and seamless 
services even to the mobile user [1 J. However, there are major drawbacks in satellite 
systems, some of which are the limited power resource in the satellite, the large propagation 
time and the bad propagation environments. 
1.1 Satellite Personal Communications 
Since the mid-1960s, satellites have been used to provide telecommunication services and 
mobile satellite services have been used since the early 1980s [7]. 
Initially, geostationary satellites (GEO) were used to provide aeronautical, land-mobile 
and personal communication services and up until recently, satellite personal communication 
services, which utilise the non-geostationary satellites, were launched [7], [8]. It is possible 
to receive a telephone call anywhere on earth using a hand-held mobile receiver through the 
introduction of these services. The satellites can either be in the medium earth orbit (MEO) 
or the low earth orbit (LEO). 
A major phase in the evolution of mobile satellite communications with proposals of non-
geostationary satellite systems was realised at the start of the 1990s [7]. The main ain of the 
satellite personal communication networks is to provide voice and low data-rate services 










Iridium satellite system was the first SPCN to enter into commercial service in 1998 after 
the system was proposed by Motorola in 1990 [7]. In its design, the system comprised of 77 
satellites in its constellation, however, it was later reduced to 66 satellites. A world wide 
network of gateways connects the system to the terrestrial network. Calls can be routed 
through inter-satellite links. A satellite in the system can transmit up to 48 spot beams and 
this number is greatly reduced as a satellite approaches the poles in order to reduce inter-
satellite interference. This system utilises Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) to 
modulate the signals with Frequency Division Multiple Accessl Time Division Multiple 
Access (FDMA/TDMA) for multiple access. Iridium gateways and inter-satellite link operate 
in the Ka-band whilst mobile transmission links operate in the S-band. The major setback for 
this system was the lack of available hand-sets [7]. 
Globalstar was launched by Loral Space and Communications and Qualcomm in the year 
2000 to provide coverage to the areas between 70° latitudes North and South of the Equator. 
There are 48 transparent (no routing of signals in the satellite) satellites in the constellation 
and each satellites utilises 16 spot beams. Similarly to Iridium, The system is connected to 
the terrestrial network through gateways on the earth surface, however, Globalstar utilises 
more gateways than Iridium because of lack of inter-satellite links [7]. Gateway links operate 
in the C-band whilst mobile transmission links operate in the S-band. The system employs 
QPSK to modulate signals and code division multiple access for multiple access. 
Iridium and Globalstar are two of the major LEO satellite systems that have been 
implemented. Other early proposals for LEO satellite system included Teledesic and 
SkyBridge [9]. 
LEO satellites have the advantage of providing global communications at a little 
propagation delay and less power requirements for the mobile unit and the satellite [10]. The 
small footprint and high speeds are a disadvantage to LEO satellites and that leads to 
frequent handoffs as satellites enter and leave the field of view [9]. They also suffer from 
large Doppler Effect [11]. The Doppler Effect does not only arise from the mobility of the 
user but also from the motion of the satellite. In addition, a large number of satellites are 












MEa satellites have the advantage of fewer satellites in the constellation than LEO. They 
also suffer from Doppler Effect and there is a higher signal propagation delay than LEO. 
GEO satellites on the other hand are stationary. Three of them can provide global 
coverage excluding the poles. They however suffer from the very large propagation delay 
and high transmit power required for the mobile and the satellite. 
1.2 Satellite Frequency Transmission Bands 
Substantial work has been done covering the services that can be offered by land mobile 
satellite systems, and also the most suitable frequency bands to be allocated for them. The 
Ka-band seems to be the most suitable frequency band for next generation satellite 
communications [4], [12]. This is a result of the overcrowding of the lower frequency bands 
namely, L-, S-, C-, and Ku-bands [4], [13). In addition, the wide bandwidth of the Ka-band 
allows the use of high data rate traffic and therefore is suitable for broadband multimedia 
services [9]. 
However, the Ka-band is affected by the hostile propagation environment which is more 
severe than in the other lower bands [11], [4]. The propagation environment suffers from, 
shadowing, and faster multipath fading. The mobile user's environment, and the atmospheric 
effects affect the transmission on this band [4]. Doppler effects are more severe in Ka-band 
as well [11]. The common frequency bands that are used in satellite communications are the 
S, C and Ka band which are is the ranges: 390-1550 MHz, 1550-3900 MHz, 3900 MHz 
and 17250-36000 MHz respectively [7]. 
1.3 Forward Error Correction Coding 
High performing forward error correction codes can be used to counter the power 
bottleneck in satellite communications [1 I]. Forward error correction codes detect and 
correct bit errors through the addition and use of parity or redundant bits [14]. There are a 
number of good forward error correction codes available today, for example, turbo codes, 
Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes and convolutional codes. Turbo codes are 
considered in this thesis. The highlights of major developments in turbo coding are presented 
below, [15]: 











1962: LOPC codes were introduced with iterative decoding by Gallager. 
1966: Fomey introduced concatenated codes. 
Reed-Solomon codes with Viterbi decoding were introduced before turbo coding. 
1993: Introduction of turbo codes. 
1995: Turbo equalisation. 
1997: The turbo principle concept is developed and recognised. 
2001: LOPC codes performance within 0.0045dB of Shannon limit. 
Since their introduction in 1993 [16], turbo codes research became a popular field in 
digital communications research and turbo codes have since been proposed for and applied to 
low power applications such as in satellites and deep space probes [1], [17], [18]. Turbo 
codes have been used in a number of systems including; data storage systems, wireline and 
optical communications, and satellite and space communications [19], [20]. 
The early LEO satellite systems utilised QPSK for modulation [7]. Multiple access 
techniques have included FOMA, TOMA and COMA. However, other modulation schemes 
such as, Binary Phase Shift Keying, offset QPSK, 1[/4 shifted QPSK and octaphase shift 
keying (8PSK) can be used to serve the objectives of operations in LEO satellite ehannels 
[21]. Globalstar and Iridium employ convolutional encoding with Viterbi decoding [21]. 
Early work on concatenated codes with interleaving in the LEO satellite system includes 
[8]. In [8], it was concluded that channel state sensing concatenated coding was efficient in 
terms of throughput and average delay. This work considers turbo coding. 
1.4 Turbo Codes 
Turbo codes were introduced to the coding community in 1993 as near Shannon limit 
error correcting codes [16]. They have been shown to achieve low bit error rates (BER) at 
signal to noise ratios (SNR) that are close to the Shannon Limit. The discovery of these codes 
opened a new research field in communications [22]. Turbo coding involves parallel 
concatenation of two Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) encoders separated by an 
interleaver [16]. Over the years, turbo codes have been proved to achieve near Shannon limit 











iterative decoding. Furthennore, they have shown good perfonnance in fading channels. For 
example, in [16], [23], and [24], the perfonnance of the turbo code is presented in an 
A WGN channel, in [25], [26] and [27] the perfonnance of turbo codes over various fading 
channels is shown to improve the system perfonnance and in [28] he perfonnance of turbo 
codes in fading and burst channels is presented. 
Turbo codes bit error rate perfonnance is divided into three regions namely: the 
nonconvergence region, the waterfall region and the error floor region [29]. The waterfall 
region is before the channel cut-off rate and the error floor region is after the channel cut-off 
rate. The significance of the error floor region is that, the turbo code perfonnance tends to 
require more iterations to show a slight improvement and therefore turbo codes are not 
suitable at high SNRs [29]. It is known that the major disadvantage of turbo codes is their 
long decoding latency [30]. 
The key components of turbo codes are, soft output algorithm, feedback, iterative 
decoding, extrinsic infonnation transmission, parallel concatenation and non unifonn 
interleaving [31]. Extrinsic infonnation is the soft infonnation that is derived by each 
component decoder that is passed to the other component decoder [32]. 
Parallel-concatenated convolutional turbo codes are the main types of turbo codes. 
However, different classes of constituent encoders, increasing the number of encoders and 
changing the concatenations can be used to produce reasonable results [33]. It is therefore 
possible to achieve serial turbo codes [34], multiple turbo codes [35], [30] and arbitrary 
combinations of constituent codes and concatenation [33], [36]. The has also been a massive 
interest in the design of the code interleavers for optimal perfonnance. Low Oensity Parity 
Check (LOPC) codes are classified as turbo like codes. They were discovered by Gallager in 
the early 60's [37] and rediscovered by Mackay and Neal [38] . The introduction of turbo 
codes and the iterative ulrbo decoding revived research in LOPC codes. This lead to LOPC 
Codes that perfonn at 0.0045dB from the Shannon limit [39]. 
In this work, we consider parallel concatenated turbo codes. Such codes are perceived to 
be the relevant codes for satellite applications simply because they were proved to perfonn 
better than their serial counterparts at low signal to noise ratio (SNR) [27]. Satellite 











1.5 Bounding Techniques 
In addition to simulation, the performance of codes can be analysed using theoretical 
upper bounds [14]. Theoretical upper bounds on the probability of error of turbo codes have 
already been developed especially for the A WON channel. Some of these theoretical bounds 
have also been extended to the fading channels. Some are based on the union bounding 
technique, assumption of maximum likelihood decoding and a probabilistic interleaver called 
the uniform interleaver [24], [30], [40], [41]. Unfortunately, using the union bound makes 
these bounds diverge below the cut-off rate. The use of the uniform interleaver allows the 
evaluation of the weight enumeration function of the individual component codes and 
eventually the conditional weight enumeration function of the turbo code [30]. Other bounds 
on turbo codes includes the tangential sphere bound [42], [43], [44] and the Duman and 
Salehi bound [45]. 
1.6 Contribution of the Thesis 
The contributions of this thesis are: 
• Performance evaluation of turbo codes in Ka - band correlated and 
uncorrelated LEO satellite channels with short input message lengths. 
• Performance evaluation of a turbo coded Ka - band LEO satellite Direct 
Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (OS - COMA) system with short input 
message lengths. 
• Application of the union bounding technique to analyse the performance of 
turbo codes and the turbo coded LEO satellite system. 
1.7 Outline of the Thesis 
This thesis starts by giving an overview of turbo codes and the Maximum a Posteriori 
(MAP) algorithm. It will then give an overview of statistical communication channel models 
and present results on the perfonnance of turbo codes achieved through Monte Carlo 
simulations. Analytical results on the performance of the turbo code and the turbo coded 











Chapter 2: preliminary overview of turbo codes and fading channels is presented. The 
MAP algorithm is explained together with iterative decoding. The union bounding technique 
applied to turbo codes is also presented. The preliminary overview on turbo codes is 
followed by a comprehensive presentation of statistical channel models for satellite 
communication. These are classified as the basic single probability density function models 
and joint probability density function models for modelling satellite communications. 
Chapter 3: a system model is presented using one of the statistical channel models for 
satellite communication models from Chapter 2. The union bound, which is introduced in 
Chapter 2, is applied to evaluate the performance of the turbo codes. Simulation and 
analytical results on the performance of turbo code in an uncorrelated satellite channel are 
presented. 
Chapter 4: the Doppler power spectral density is considered to characterise correlated 
fading. An analytical bound is presented and conclusions are drawn on the performance of 
turbo codes in a correlated land mobile satellite channels. Simulation and analytical results 
on the performance of the turbo code in a correlated channel are presented. 
Chapter 5: a turbo coded DS - CDMA LEO satellite system is analysed and its 
performance is evaluated using simulation and analytical results. 














In this chapter, background information on turbo codes and statistical satellite channel 
models is presented. The information has been broadly covered in the literature but it is 
reproduced in this chapter to assist in later discussions, for example, in [24], [16], [35], [41], 
[30]. Turbo coding and decoding are described first Brief background information on 
convolutional codes, turbo codes structure and the MAP algorithm is given. The MAP 
algorithm is given taken from [24], which is a modification of the algorithm given in [46]. A 
method for computing the analytical bound on the performance of the turbo code is presented 
using the conditional weight enumerating function [41], [30]. 
The second part of this chapter provides a review of the different channel models that are 
used in the literature to characterise the behaviour of wireless and satellite communication 
channels. The important parameters of each model are specified. Generally, the user's 
propagation environment and the orbit of the satellite affect the communication link. 
Statistical channel models have been developed to characterise the received signal envelope 
in a satellite environment [47], [48] and [49]. They can all be represented as Rice Lognormal 
fading channels with different parameters for different environments. An overview of 
commonly used fading models is given. 
2.1 Convolutional and Turbo Codes 
Convolutional codes are the building clocks of turbo codes. Although there are different 
kinds of constituent codes for turbo codes, convolutional codes are still the major players in 
the field. This section starts by touching an overview of convolutional codes and then later 
presents turbo codes. 
2.1.1 Convolutional Codes 
Convolutional encoders consist of shift registers with modulo-2 adders and they are 
algebraically represented by polynomials. They can be classified as systematic and non-
systematic convolutional encoders as well as recursive and non-recursive. In systematic 











outputs. The encoder outputs are regarded as parity bits. Any convolutional code can be 
represented as a rate (R) kin code, whereby, n is the codeword length and k is the input 
message length. A systematic convolutional encoder is made from a non-systematic 
convolutional encoder by simply sending the input information with the parity information. 







Figure 2.1: Convolutional encoders: a) A non-systematic convolutional encoder with memory m = 
1 
2 and R = ~, b) A systematic convolutional encoder with memory m = 2 and code rate R = - . 
3 
The generator polynomials for the convolutional codes in Figure 2.1 are Gland G2, 
where G 1 is a generator polynomial for Plj output and G2 is a generator polynomial for P2j 
output. Convolutional codes can be represented in octal form, that is, Gland G2 can be 
represented as {7}s and {5}s respectively, which has an equivalent polynomial form: 












plj = Lglibj-l 
i~O 
In 
P2j = L g libj_l 
i~O 
(2.1) 
where m is the encoder memory length, which is equivalent to the number of shift 
registers, bj is the input bit at a particular time j. gli and g2i are the bits of the generator 
polynomials G I and G2 respectively and can take values 0 or 1. The overall generator matrix 
for the code in Figure 2.1 has the form (G I, G2). The constraint length of a convolutional 
encoder is equal to the memory length plus one and it represents the number of bits in the 
memory of the encoder plus the current input bit. 
Another way of representing convolutional encoders is to classify them as non-recursive 
and recursive convolutional encoders. The convolutional encoders in Figure 2.1 are non-
recursive convolutional encoders. Of interest are the non-systematic convolutional codes and 
the recursive systematic convolutional codes. A recursive systematic convolutional encoder 
is shown in Figure 2.2. 
o o 
Figure 2.2: A recursive systematic convolutional encoder with m = 2 and code rate R = \12. 
Non-systematic codes have been considered for channel coding but recursive systematic 












2.1.2 Feedback (Recursive) Systematic Convolutional Codes 
Recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoders are constructed from non-recursive 
systematic convolutional (NRC) encoders by taking one of the NRC output to the input 
(feedback) as shown in Figure 2.2. The overall generator matrix for this code is, (1, 02/0 I) 
when 01 is fed back into the input. An input of Hamming weight equals to one will produce 
a finite weight code sequence if and only if the input sequence is divisible by 01 [24]. The 
Hamming weight of a codeword can be defined as the number of I s in the codeword. RSC 
encoders are infinite impulse response filters and they have the ability to produce high weight 
codewords. They are finite state machines and can be represented by state and trellis 
diagrams just like general convolutional codes. From Figure 2.1, pj can be calculated as, 
m 
Pi hi + Lg2IP;-1 
(2.2) 
where pj is a binary variable, which is the shift register input and m is the memory length 
of the encoder. 
2.1.3 Turbo Encoding 
Turbo codes are linear block codes simply because of the presence of an interleaver [24] 
[41]. Each block consists of the systematic information and the encoded or parity 
information. The decoder is such that a component decoder decodes information from each 
constituent encoder [16], [23]. An interleaver and a de - intcrleaver allows exchange of 
information between the decoders. The information exchange is iterated between the 
decoders until the reliability of the information is increased to almost 1 or until there is no 
reasonable change. The magnitude of the output information is a measure of reliability whilst 
the sign shows the decoded bit [32], [36]. 
The concept was introduced as a parallel eoneatenation of RSC encoders separated by an 
interleaver. The main purpose of the interleaver is to make the code appear random (random 
codes are optimal codes but they are impractical due to complexity [37]). Decoding of turbo 
codes is possible since the interleaving pattern is known, that is, a suboptimal pseudorandom 











2.1.3.1 Turbo Encoder 
The original turbo encoder is made up of two parallel concatenated recursive systematic 
convolutional encoders (RSC) [16], Eland E2, as shown in Figure 2.3. The RSC encoders 
need not be identical and they encode the same information bits. The second encoder encodes 




Figure 2.3: The turbo decoder, code rate, R 1/3. (11 denotes the interleaver) 
The rate of the encoder can be increased by introducing a puncturer to systematically 
remove some of the parity bits generated by the constituent encoders. For example, it may be 
chosen to remove all even parity bits from the first encoder and also remove odd parity bits 
from the second encoder. However, this kind of puncturing does not produce very high rates, 
the maximum rate can only be Y2. To obtain much higher rates, some other forms of 
puncturing schemes can be considered. Puncturing affects the performance of the codes [50J 
and the rate of the second encoder (E2) should be higher than that of the first one (E 1) for 
best performance [16] and [23]. The overall rate of the turbo encoder, R, is related to the rate 
of the encoders by the following expression [16] and [23], 
/ / / 
=-+ -/ 
R RI R~ 
RI and Rl are the rates of the first and second encoder respectively. 
2.1.3.2 Interleaver 
(2.3) 
An important component of the turbo eneoder is the interleaver. An interleaver takes each 
incoming block of information bits and rearranges them in a random like manner prior to 











codes . A pseudorandom interleaver is the best performing interlcaver for turbo codes. 
Though it makes the codes to appear random, it is possible to decode them because the 
interleaving pattern is known. The interleaver reduces the probability that both encoders will 
produce low weight output codewords. The minimum Hamming distance of a turbo code is 
not fixed by the constituent RSC codes but by the interleaving function and the probability of 
producing high weight codewords is improved by the combination of RSC codes and non-
uniforn1 interleaving. 
2.1.3.3 Other Features of Turbo Codes 
Puncturing can be introduced to the turbo coding to improve its code rate. However, as 
earlier stated, puncturing of the systematic information degrades the performance [50]. 
Convolutional coding is a continuous process but turbo coding is over a fixed length that is 
determined by the interleaver. 
Trellis termination is a way of fixing the length of a convolutional code and ending a 
convolutional encoder at the all-zero state as a means of avoiding poor decoding 
performance. Trellis termination allows the decoding process to have knowledge of the 
starting and ending state of the decoding trellis. In non-recursive convolutional codes, this is 
achieved by inserting an additional number of zeroes (equal to the memory size of the 
encoder) after the input sequence. A terminating sequence depending on the sate of the 
encoder can be found that can drive the RSC code to the all-zero state [18]. It is difficult to 
evaluate this for a turbo code due to the presence of the interleaver [33], however, there are a 
number of trellis termination methods that have been presented in the literature, some of 
which are compared in [51]. In turbo codes, the major concern for trellis termination is 
related to the decoding performance near the end of the sequence, the distance spectrum of 
the code and not the decoding performance near the end of the trellis [51] . In [51], it was 
observed that the performance of a trellis termination method highly depends on the 
particular code interleaver of choice. It is further shown that the choice of the tennination 
method is not crucial for the code performance as long as the correct choice of interleaver is 
chosen. 
Trellis termination methods in turbo codcs can be classified into four general categories, 











constituent encoder, iii) termination of both encoders with individual tail sequences and iv) 
termination of both encoders with a single tail sequence by imposing certain interleaver 
restrictions [51], [33]. In this work, zeroes equal to the constituent encoder's memory length 
are appended at the end of the input sequence. 
Self terminating interleavers that can be used to terminate both encoders are still 
investigated and they promise to provide a better perfonnance than a single code termination 
[52]. 
2.1.4 Performance of Turbo Codes 
The performance of turbo codes is affected by; interleaver size, type of interleaver, code 
rate and puncturing, choice of decoding algorithm, number of iterations and the encoder 
termination method [33]. The larger the interleaver size, the better the performance of the 
turbo code [30]. However, the code performance is not affected by the type of interleaver at 
low SNR as long as the RSC encoders receive inputs that are sufficiently uncorrelated [33], 
but at high SNR, the performance largely depends on the interleaver type. 
2.1.4.1 Performance Analysis 
Performance evaluation of coded communication is one of the oldest problems in 
communications theory and has recently attracted new research due to the introduction of 
turbo codes and the rediscovery of LOpe codes. A closed-form solution for the probability 
of error is not possible and therefore analytical bounding techniques are essential for the 
design and performance evaluation of codes. Probability bounds are a eomputational tool and 
they are useful in proving results in statistical theory and information theory [14]. The union 
upper bound, which is an inequality, is the simplest bound on the probability of error, but 
since it is loose above the cut-off rate in turbo codes, several improved bounds have been 
proposed. 
Theoretical bounds on turbo codes have been developed. These include bounds that are 
derived from the union bound, [30] and [41], and bounds developed from the Gallager 
bounds, [53] and [43]. The union bound is the simplest bound but it is not tight. Gallager 
bounds are tighter than those derived from the union bound, and they have been used to 











has been shown to provide the tightest bound [54]. The generalisation of improved bounds to 
the fading channel case is not straight forward and is beyond the scope of the thesis. The 
union bound gives a very good estimation of the error floor and thus it is used in this thesis. 
2.1.4.2 Union Bound on Turbo Codes 
The turbo code is a linear code since the constituent codes are linear and it can be viewed 
as a block code [24]. The linearity property greatly facilitates the analysis since it can be 
assumed, without loss of generality that the all zero codeword was transmitted when 
computing the decoding probability of error. This means that the probability of error is 
independent of the transmitted codeword, that is, the probability of error is equal to the 
conditional probability. 
A decoding error occurs if the decoder chooses the wrong trellis path when decoding the 
transmitted codeword. To compute the performance of turbo codes, Maximum Likelihood 
(ML) decoding is assumed. Although, ML decoding would be too complex for turbo codes 
due to the presence of the interleaver, iterative decoding algorithm offers near ML 
performance [24] with an increase in the number of iterations. This is observed to be more 
true at high signal to noise ratios. 
The union upper bound for ML decoding of an (n, k) linear block code is given as, 
!1 
Pword::::; L: A(d)P:d(d) (2.4) 
,,~/ 
where A(d)is the weight distribution of the code and P2d(d) is the Pairwise Error 
Probability (PEP) for a particular channel. Pword is called the word error probability_ The PEP 
is the probability that a decoder incorrectly decodes a particular codeword when another 
codeword was sent. The concept of a uniform interleaver is introduced to evaluate the 
distance spectrum of the turbo code and hence the performance of turbo codes. (It is not 
possible to compute the distance spectrum for a fixed interleaver.) 
"A uniform interleaver oj length k is a probabilistic device which maps a given input 
(
k \ 















The uniform interJeaver makes the conditional weight enumerating function of the second 
code to be independent of the first code [30]. The bound that is evaluated is therefore an 
average over all possible interleavers. With these assumptions, the average weight function 
of a turbo code is given by [41], 
- k (k) 
A (d) = ~li p(d I i) 
(2.5) 
where (; J is the number of input frames with weight i and p(d. i) is the conditional 
probability that an interleaver maps any input weight of i to produce a codeword with total 
weight d. p(d i i)is given by [41], 
p(d I i) = po(do I i)p I (dl I i)p::(dJI i) (2.6) 
where po(do I i), PI(dll i) and p2(d21 i) corresponds to the conditional probability for the 
systematic output, first encoder output and second decoder output respectively. px(d, I i) IS 
given by [41 ], 
(2.7) 
where n is block length of the turbo code, lx(n.i.dJis the number of codeword fragments 
of input weight i and output weight d from the systematic or first code or second code. For 
the (1,5/7)8 RSC code, which is analysed in this thesis, Ix(n, t, d,) is given in [41]. 
Therefore the average bit error probability, Pb, of the turbo code is upper bounded by, 
(2.8) 
Assuming Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation and an A WGN channel, the 
( 
\ 
. . 2dE, 
PEP IS given by, Q -- j' where 
1"'0 
is the symbol energy and No is the noise energy. The 












where Edli{.) is the conditional expectation over the conditional probability distribution 
p(d I i) and Q() is the Q function. 
(2.9a) 
2.1.5 Turbo Decoding 
Maximum likelihood decoding may be complex for turbo codes because of the interleaver 
and therefore iterative decoding was adopted. Iterative decoding consists of a priori 
information, extrinsic information and a posteriori informatian. 
The turbo decoder consists of two serial concatenated decoders, D I and D2 separated by 
an interleaver that is the same as in the encoder, Figure 2.4. These decoders utilise any 5150 
decoding algorithms but the second decoder, D2, may use the Viterbi decoding algorithm to 
produce the hard output decision for non-iterative decoding. In this work the decoders utilise 
the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) algorithm [46] which was used and modified in [24]. 01 
produces its estimate of the transmitted infoffilation (systematic information) bit based on the 
received channel information and the parity bit from E 1. This estimate or soft decision is 
called the Logarithm of Likelihood Ratio, (LLR), associated with each particular decoded bit, 
b,. The soft infoffilation of each bit is then interleaved and it then becomes a priori 
information for D2. 02 uses this information and the received channel infoffilation to 
calculate its output. The LLR is calculated as, 
(2.10) 
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Figure 2.4: The Turbo decoder, (n - interleaver, 'n' - de-interleaver), Uk bj . 
2.1.6 The MAP Decoding Algorithm 
The MAP algorithm is the optimal decoding algorithm for decoding convolutional codes 
in that it minimises the bit error rate (BER). Turbo codes consists of RSC constituent codes 
and therefore the original MAP algorithm has to be modified so that it can be used for turbo 
code decoding [16] and [23]. In this thesis, MAP algorithm refers to the modified MAP 
algorithm for simplicity. Other types of suboptimal decoding algorithms are the Soft Output 
Yirtebi algorithm (SOY A), improved SOY A, Log - MAP algorithm and the Maximum -
Log MAP algorithm. The Log - MAP algorithm is the implementation of the MAP 
algorithm in the log domain [32]. 
In the MAP algorithm, the APP of the data bit is calculated first and then the LLR. The 
LLR represents the soft output and its magnitude gives the sign of the transmitted bit whilst 
the amplitude signifies the validity of the decision, that is, the sign is used to make the 
decision whilst the magnitude shows the reliability of the decision. Bayes rulc and Markov's 
property forms thc basis for simplifying the MAP algorithm. Baycs rule can be represented 
as follows, 
P(A B)= P(AIB) 
. P(B) 
(2.11) 
Bayes rule can be interpreted as: the joint probability of A and B, P(A, B), is equal to the 
ratio of the conditional probability of A given B, P(A I B), to the probability of B, P(B). 
Markov's property states that future events do not depend on the previous sates or received 
bits if the present state is known (the future does not depend on the past). The APP of the 











P/s) = p( bj,s I Y) (2.12) 
where Y =(YI,Y2, ... ,YII) is the received bits (yj,yp) , (systematic, parity bits), s represents 
the present state of the decoder wheresE S, and S (s',sj. s'represents is the previous 
state. The LLR is then calculated as, 
(2.13) 
, , 
This implies that the decoder chooses bi = 1 if LLR(bj) > 0 else b, = O. Applying Bayes 
rule to (2.10), and considering the code trellis in (2.13) we have [24], 
I p(s,s',Y) 
LLR(iJi) = ....;.s.h-'-'~_I _ _ 
. I p(s,s',Y) 
s.bl~·1 
The following probability functions are defined in order to evaluate p (s, s " Y ) , 
aj I (s ') = P ( s', fJ I) 
IMs) p(1i+/ls) 
//s',s) P(fJ,s Is') 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
The forward state recursion metric, als,) , is the probability that the trellis is in state s' at 
time j -1 and the received channel sequence up to this point is Yi . I. It is recursively 
computed as, 
a/s) L aj - I(S ')./I(S', s) (2.16) 
, 
s 
The reverse state recursion metric, jJI(S) , is the probability that given the trellis is at state 













The transition metric, )'1(s',s), is described as the probability that given the trellis is in 
state Sf at time j -I , it moves to state s and the received channel sequence for the transition 
is Yi . yls', s) can be simplified from (2.15) and become, 
yJ(s',s) = P(s I s;P(fJ I bi) (2.18) 
where P(s Is') = P(b,) is called the a priori transition probability. Using (2.10), 
P(s I Sf) can be written as [36], 
P(bi = ±I) = --"'--;-;-;;-c;-
(2.19) 
Where Ai is given by, 
Ai 
In a similar way, P( Yi I h) ,the conditional probability for systematic convolutional codes 
can be written as [36], 
(2.20) 
B 
)sj J Ypj pj 
[ 
( ,2 + b
2 
+ 2 + b
2 
) 1 
. = exp - , 
) 2(r 
Aj and Bi are constants. (2.19) and (2.20) are used to calculate yj(s',s). Therefore 
ylts I, s) is given by the product of the APP of the input bit, bj, that is necessary for that 











Using the above probability functions and Markov's property p(s,s',Y)can be simplified 
to be, 
Therefore, 
p (s, s', Y) = aj -J(s')./Us).)'J(S',S) 
ai·l(s'j./]lS).y/S',S) 
I aJ -1(s'j·fJl,'j.YJ(S',S) 
(2.21 ) 
(2.22) 
However, this equation leads to a numerically unstable algorithm [24]. To stabilise it the 
probability functions are nonnalized as follows, 
This can be simplified to 
a'/s) 
aJ-I(s'j.;'i(S',S) 
I ~ ali - I(S 'J. Yi(<;', s) 
s s 
The reverse recursion metric is redefined as, 
I fJ'j(fJ 'j. ),;(s I, s) 
fJ'j(s)/IaJ(s) = -',-. -,----
s I I aj Irs'). }'i(s ',.s) 
Therefore the LLR becomes, 
f,. s' 
aj - l(s'j.fJi«;j. y/s',s) 






and it is calculated using (2.24), (2.25) and (2.18). The MAP algorithm is carried out as 
follows, as the channel values are received, YJ(s',s) is calculated using (2.19) and (2.20). The 
a priori LLR(bj) is initially set to zero for equiprobabJe transmission of + 1 or -1 and it is 
later provided by the other component decoder in an iterative decoding scheme. aj. J(s'jcan 
also be calculated just after Yj(S',S) using (2.24). After all the channel values are received, 











(2.26). This MAP algorithm is complex especially for hardware implementations, and the 
extensive multiplications, exponentials and recursive calculations were simplified by the 
introduction of the log-MAP algorithm. 
2.1.7 Iterative Decoding 
For systematic codes, the soft output of the information bit is given by [55], 
(2.27) 
where L( bj) is the extrinsic information and LLR (bj) is the a priori information. The 
turbo decoder is shown in Figure 2.4. The first decoder, 0 I, receives the channel sequence, 
and produces its estimate of the sent bits as it's a posterior LLR(b}) [55] (a posterior is the 
output of the MAP algorithm). It computes it's LLR(bj) using the received versions of the 
transmitted systematic bits and the parity bits generated by the first encoder, E I. 
Assuming equiprobable events for + I and -1, the a priori LLR(bd in the first iteration is 
zero for D I. The a priori information is defined as the intrinsic in/ormation, that is, the 
information provided by a source other than the received information about a bit [55]. The 
second decoder, D2, receives interleaved extrinsic information from 0 I with the interleaved 
version of the received systematic information and the received parity bits from E2 and 
calculates the a posterior LLR(b). Extrinsic information is the information that is provided 
by a decoder about a bit without including the bit being used to calculate it [55]. The 
extrinsic information from D 1 is used as the a priori information in 02. The a posterior of 
D2 decoder is used as the a priori information for Olin the next iteration. 
This process is repeated for a defined number of iterations or until a certain condition is 
met and a hard decision is made. Thejth decoder extrinsie information is given by, 
Le! ( bj ) = LLRr ( bj ) - [ LYJ + LLR ( bj ) ] (2.28) 
After each iteration, the bit error rate of the decoded bit decreases. However, the 
performance improvement tends to decrease for higher number iterations [55]. When making 











magnitude of the LLR is used as the probability of that decision. The final output of the 
second decoder is calculated as [55], 
(2.29) 
2.2 Land Mobile Satellite Channels 
Land mobile satellite communications signals are mainly affected by multipath 
interference and shadowing [8], [4]. MuItipath interference rises from the reception of 
randomly phased ret1ections of the transmitted signal whilst shadowing results when the 
transmitted signal is partially or fully obstructed. Both these factors are environment 
dependent. The received signal consists of the line of sight (LOS) component (also called the 
specular component) and the diffuse component. The LOS component is the component that 
arrives at the receiver through a direct path from the transmitter whilst the diffuse component 
consists of a number of weak reflections with random amplitudes and phases. 
In the Ka - Band, which is the one considered in this thesis, the mobile propagation 
channel suffers from more severe shadowing and faster multi path as compared to the lower 
frequency bands [4]. The high frequency of this band results in more serious Doppler effects 
and therefore the multipath fading in the Ka band is much faster and the corresponding 
channel correlation time is much shorter [II]. Atmospheric effects are also severe in this 
band, [56] and [12]. Interleaving can be used to mitigate the Doppler effects for fast fading 
channels. 
In the following a review of the statistical models and joint probability density function 
models that are used to characterise the satellite communication channel are presented. 
2.2.1 Statistical Channel Models 
After data has been collected through experimental measurements, a statistical model is 
nonnally derived to represent or match the data. The process involves representing the data 
in histograms and then fit a specific Probability Density Function (pdf). This allows further 
analysis of the data using the obtained pdf and simulation. The different channel models that 












The Rice pdf is used to characterise the statistical fluctuations of signals received from a 
multipath fading channel with the presence of a LOS signal, for example, of a satellite 
communicating with a user on the earth surface in an un-shadowed environment. The pdf of 
the received signal envelope, r, is 
r [ (r! + a! 
p(r) -, exp -. ---:;--
a~ \. 
(2.30) 
where, al l2 is the mean received power of the LOS component. (J~ is the mean received 
scattered power of the diffuse component due to multipath propagation and 10 (.) is the 
modified zero order Bessel function of the first kind. The ratio of the mean received power to 
the scattered received power is called the Rice factor. 
The Rice distribution is related to the non - central chi - square distribution. This can be 
illustrated by two independent voltage phasors, x and y, where x and yare statistically 
independent Gaussian random variables (r.v.s) with a zero mean and a non zero mean 
respectively, but they have a common variance, (J~, [7]. Therefore, r can be represented as, 
r= 
(2.3\ ) 
and the phase angle, <p, is given by, 
(2.32) 
The Rice factor, c, can also be represented as, 
:: a (2.33) 
c 
2a2 R 
The following nonnalisation is nonnally used, 
(2.34) 


















This is a convenient representation of a2 and O"~ because the multi path process is easily 
characterised by the choice of c. For example, when c = 0 (i.e. a2 = 0), the Rayleigh 
distribution is obtained and when c is very large, the Gaussian distribution is obtained. It 
further shows that the Rice distribution can be used to represent a wider range of conditions. 
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Figure 2.5: Histogram showing the Rice distribution. 
2.2.1.2 Rayleigh 
The Rayleigh pdf is used mainly to describe or model the statistical fluctuations of signals 
received from a multipath fading channel with no LOS signal. It is mainly used to model 
received signals in an urban environment. In the absence of a LOS signal, the received signal 
is simply a summation of all the diffuse components of the transmitted signal. The 













where, r is the received signal envelop. (J~ is the mean received scattered power of the 
diffuse component due to multipath propagation. The histogram for the Rayleigh pdf is given 
in Figure 2.6. 
Unlike the Rice distribution, which is related to the non - central chi square distribution, 
the Rayleigh distribution is related to the central chi square distribution. Similarly as 
before, this can be illustrated by using two independent voltage phasors, x and y, which arrive 
at the receiver with random phase and amplitude. x and yare zero mean Gaussian r.v.s, each 
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Figure 2.6: Histogram showing the Rayleigh pdf. 
2.2.1.3 Lognormal 
The effect of shadowing of the direct wave is characterised by the Lognormal distribution. 
There is no multipath component present in this model. Shadowing arises mainly in suburban 
areas due to the presence of large obstructions e.g. terrain, trees and buildings. As an 
illustration, let x be a normally distributed r.v. with mean J1 and variance, 0'2. The received 














The Lognonnal distribution of r can be expressed in terms of /1 and (J:2 as, 
p(r) = _l-=exp [_ (Inr /1)2] 
2(/ 
(2.39) 
Figure 2.7 shows the histogram generated from lognormal r.v.s with different variances for a 
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Figure 2.7: The lognormal pdf 
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This distribution is also used to characterise the statistics of signals transmitted through 















where, T() is the Gamma function, Q = E(/) - the second moment of r (mean fading 
power), and m is the fading figure. The value of m reflects the severity of fading. The fading 





When m= 1, the Nakagami - m pdf reduces to a Rayleigh pdf, when m = 112, it becomes a 
one sided Gaussian pdf and when m ~ 00, the channel reduces to the A WGN channel 
without fading. The parameter m can be appropriately chosen such that the Nakagami - m 
pdf approximates a Rician pdf. The Nakagami - m distribution provides best fit for 
modelling urban multi path channels and it could represent more severe fading than that of 
Rayleigh [55]. It is given in Figure 2.8. The channel's phase distribution is unspecified. 
Another Nakagami pdf called the Nakagami - q (Hoyt) pdf is also used to model satellite 
links that are subject to ionospheric scintillation. The Nakagami - n pdf is used to model 
propagation paths that have a LOS component and random weaker components. n is related 
to the Rice factor, (n2 = k). 











2.2.2 Joint Probability Distribution Channel Models 
The received signal envelope can be represented as a product of independent processes, 
for example multi path fading and shadowing, due to the occurrence of different processes in 
practice, for example [48], [47], [58]. This has lead to the use of joint pdfs. Given two 
independent processes, multipath fading, A, and shadowing, B, the received signal 
amplitude, r, is given by r = AB. The pdf of the received signal conditioned on fixed 
shadowing is given by the statistical channel models described in section 2.2.1 except for the 
Lognormal pdf. Therefore, the pdf of the received signal through shadowed satellite channels 
is recovered by averaging the statistical fading channel model over the shadowing, that is, 
p (r ) = r p (r I B) p ( B)dB (2.42) 
where p ( B) is the pdf of the shadowing, which is normally taken to be Lognormal and 
p (r I B) is the pdf of the multi path fading conditioned on the specific shadowing effect. With 
A and B independent, 
(2.43) 
The joint probability has been used to form the Suzuki channel model for urban areas [58] 
and the Loo' s land mobile satellite channel model [47] amongst others, whilst recent some 
work is presented in [48] and [56]. Below, the different models are described. 
2.2.2.1 Corazza and Vatalaro Model 
This model was introduced in 1994 [48]. It is a combination of the Rice and the 
Lognonnal pdf, forming the Rice Lognomml pdf to represent the statistics of the received 
signal envelope. The combination of the Rician and the Lognormal models makes this model 
suitable for all types of environment: rural, urban and suburban. This is achieved by simple 
choosing the appropriate parameters. According to the model, the Rice factor is constant and 
the average power is Lognonnally distributed. This model combines the statistical model and 
the empirical formulas through the use of the elevation angle [48]. The pdf of the received 











pr(r) [p(r I S)ps(S)dS (2.44) 
where, p(rIS) is a Rice pdf conditioned on a certain shadowing, S, and its pdf is, 
(2.4S) 
where the parameters are as defined previously defined. S is Lognormal with pdf, 
[ '] 1 InS-.u· p, ( S) = exp - ( , ) h(JS.[i; 2h(J- (2.46) 
where h (In 10)/20,.u and h(Jl are the mean and variance of the associated normal variate 
respectively. Therefore, the signal envelope that meets this channel model is a product of the 
two independent processes, r RS, where R is a Rice process and S is a Lognormal process. 
This channel model can be reduced to any of the usual nonselective fading models depending 
on the combination of c (for the LOS), It and (J (for the shadowing). Figure 2.9 shows the 
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2.2.2.2 Suzuki Model 
The model has widely been used to represent statistical channels in urban areas mainly for 
the terrestrial networks [58]. It is used to model heavily shadowed environment. Although it 
is an old model, it can be shown that it is a special case of the Corazza Vatalaro model 
obtained by setting c = O. Therefore the received signal envelope, r, is represented by a 
Rayleigh Lognormal pdf and the histogram is given in Figure 2.10 when the mean is -1 OdB 
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Figure 2.10: The RayJeigh-Lognonnal histogram. 
2.2.2.3 Lutz Model 
The Lutz model separates between a good and a bad state [49]. A time-share between 
these states determines the duration in each state and this is a function of the environment. In 
the good state the received signal envelope, r, follows a Rice distribution representing a 
strong LOS signal and the pdf is, 
/.\_ c(r+l)l () I) PRice!r/-c.e 0 ~c"r (2.47) 
where c is the Rice factor, 1,,(.) is the zero-order modified Bessel function. In the presence 
of shadowing, it is assumed that there is no direct LOS signal [49] and therefore the Rayleigh 
distribution is used to characterise the multi path fading with short-term mean received 











PRtll',(r I,;,) = lexp[-~l . r r 
o 0 
(2,48) 
And the pdf of ro is 
10 [- (lOlog;;, - 11 / 1 r:;- exp 1 
,,21[ar In I 0 2a" o 
(2.49) 
11 and a are the mean and the standard deviation in dB of the associated normal variate 
respectively. The pdf of the received signal envelope, r, is, 
(2.50) 
where A is the time-share of shadowing and the integral expression signifies total 
probability. By utilising the parameters, A, c, 11, and a the Lutz model can be fully described. 
A is the most important parameter of this model [49]. Figure 2.11 shows the probability 
density function of the channel in a bad and a good state. It is observed that in the bad fading 
state (represented by a Suzuki distribution), the channel LV.S are concentrated below 0.8 
whilst they are concentrated about one for the good fading state (represented by a Rician 
distribution). The channel values used are c = 12dB, a = 2dB and 11 = -1 OdB. The two state 
model or Lutz model has been used in the literature, for example, in [4] where it is used to 
model fading in the K - band. It has been used in this work due to its accuracy in modelling 
fading in satellite communications. In this work, the fading and shadowing processes are 
assumed to be mutually statistically independent for the two state channel model. Figure 2.12 
shows the effect of changing A on thc Lutz pdf when the channel valucs are c = 12dB, a = 
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Figure 2.11: A histogram showing the probability distribution of the channel in the a) good fading 
state and b) the bad fading state. 
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Figure 2,12: A histogram showing effects of changing A on the two state pdf. 
2.2.2.4 Loo's Model 
Loo developed a statistical channel model for rural and urban environments. In his model, 
the diffused power is assumed to remain constant and the Rice factor is lognormally 
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(2.51 ) 
where, r is the received signal envelope, a212 is the mean received power of the LOS 
components, (J~ is the average scattered power due to multi path, a and J1 are the standard 
deviation and mean of the log-normal probability density distribution respectively. 10 (.) is the 
modified zeroth order Bessel function. In this model (2.51), the LOS component is 
lognoffi1ally distributed under shadowing whilst the multipath is Rayleigh distributed. 
When a is constant, that is there is no shadowing and there is a clear LOS with multi path 
fading, the received signal envelope is Rician distributed. In the absence of shadowing and 
no LOS component, (a = 0), the signal is Rayleigh distributed whilst in the absence of 
multipath but with shadowing, the received signal is log-normal. The pdf of the received 
signal phase is approximately Gaussian and is therefore given by the Gaussian distribution, 
p(rp) 
1 [- ( rp - mfj) ) 2] 
r::;- exp , 
aqJ.....;27r 2a~ 
(2.52) 
where m", and a~ are the mean and the variance of the received signal phase respectively. 
As earlier stated, the model holds for L-band. However, it is also valid the for Ka - Band but 
with different parameters as shown in [59]. The satellite communication channel is most 
susceptible to weather conditions and most of the attenuation comes from rain [12]. Lao and 
Butterworth [59] modelled the weather impairments as, 
pll(r) 1 [ (r-m,,}' 1 --;== r::.-= exp , 
aw""'; 27r 2a,,· 
(2.53) 
where, a~ and mil are the variance and mean of the weather effects. p(r) and p,,(r) are 
independent processes and therefore the combined signal envelope pdf according to [59] is, 
pt(r) = p(r).p,,(r) (2.54) 
However, Li et aI, [56], showed that this is not a proper way for modelling a joint pdf of 
independent processes in a communication channel. They argue that it is not mathematically 











removes the fading aspect of the received signal, this cancels the fading and further tends to 
improve the signal much against of what is expected. Therefore they proposed that the joint 
pdf be represented as, 
pt(r) r p(r I w)p,,(rjdw (2.55) 
where, p(r I w) is the pdf of the fading conditioned on the weather effects. The signal 
amplitude is a multiplication of the two independent processes, r bvv. When band ware 
independent r.v.s, then, 
(2.56) 
It is noted that the relationship between the rain attenuation pdf and the other satellite 
models other than Loo's model can be extended to the other channel models as fading and 
rain attenuation are independent processes. 
2.2.3 Fading Spectrum 
The fading spectrum is specified to further characterise the fading channel. In the previous 
sections, uncorrelated channels were considered, however, the fading spectrum is used to 
characterise the time variation of the channels. The fading spectrum is modelled to show the 
rapidity of the fading. Here, two fading spectrums, which are mainly used in the literature, 
are presented, namely, the lakes spectrum and the first - order Butterworth spectrum. The 
lakes spectrum is commonly used in modelling land mobile channels, whilst the first order 
Butterworth spectrum is used for exponentially correlated land mobile channels. 
2.2.3.1 Jakes Spectrum 




where 20'~ is the diffuse power in the diffuse process andf is the frequency variable./D is 












where v, /C" and c, are the mobile receiver's velocity, carrier frequency and propagation 
speed (speed of light) respectively. The power spectral density and autocorrelation function 
are Fourier transform pairs and therefore the autocorrelation function, Raa{r), is given by, 
(2.59) 
where r is a time variable and J,/) is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind. The 
lakes spectrum is commonly used in modelling land mobile channels. 
2.2.3.2 Butterworth Spectrum 
For channels with exponential correlation the first - order Butterworth spectrum is used. It 
is given by, 
(2.60) 
The parameters of this spectrum are as described for the lakes spectrum. The 
autocorrelation function of this model is, 
(2.61 ) 
2.3 Summary 
This chapter provided a brief overview of turbo codes and the different statistical channel 
models. The turbo codes have been described together with the iterative decoding algorithm. 
A brief review of the performance of turbo codes has been presented and also the union 
bound for turbo codes in an AWGN channel. To evaluate the union bound for turbo codes, a 
uniform interleaver is used together with the assumption of ML decoding because the 
evaluation of the iterative algorithm will be complex. 
The Rician channel model is used to model an environment whereby the mobile user 











represent the diffuse components that the user receives whcn there is no clear LOS signal. 
Shadowing is represented by the LognonnaI pdt: Joint fading-shadowing distribution channel 
models wcre also presented. These models have proved to be very useful and have been used 
extensively [8], [II], [59], [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [2], [65], [66], [67], [26] and [68]. By 
choosing the appropriate parameters, the received signal envelope can be approximated for 
almost all kinds of environments and propagation scenarios such as, rural, suburban and 
urban environments and shadowing depth. The joint distribution models that were reviewed 
are, the Rice Lognonnal, Rayleigh Lognonnal, Loo's Model and the two state models. In 
addition, two common fading spectrums were presented, the Jakes spectrum and the 
Butterworth spectrum. Lutz model was used in this work since it has been evaluated for the 













Performance of Turbo Codes in an Uncorrelated Satellite 
Channel 
In this chapter, the perfonnance of the turbo code in an uncorrelated satellite channel with 
perfect channel interleaving is presented. The code perfonnance is measured in tenns of the 
bit error rate at different conditions in the satellite channel for the two state channel modeL 
An average upper bound is also presented. Simulation and analytical results are shown. 
3.1 System Model 
A bit sequence is turbo coded using a turbo encoder with two identical rate 1/2 RSC 
encoders with constraint length of 3. The RSC encoders are parallel concatenated through an 
interleaver. The turbo encoder produces a systematic sequence multiplexed with the parity 
sequences generated by the two encoders and therefore the overall rate of the turbo encoder 
is 113 without the tail bits. The tail bits are simply an addition of zeroes at the end of a frame 
and it is assumed that the decoder knows the final state. The turbo encoder output is then 
block or random interleaved by a channel interleaver. It is then finally transmitted using 
antipodal binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation. At the receiving end, the reverse 
takes place. 
The received signal after match filtering and sampling is, 
1'(t) = px(t) + 1/(t) (3.1) 
where, p is the fading channel coefficient whose pdf is given by the two state channel 
model (2.50), x(t) is the sent infonnation signal and 1/(t) represents zero mean double sided 
additive white Gaussian noise (A WGN). Perfect channel estimation at the receiver is 
assumed. The turbo decoder is based on the MAP algorithm and consists of constituent 
decoders separated by a dual decoder interleaver. These decoders exchange soft infonnation 











3.2 Performance Analysis 
Independent multipath fading and shadowing are assumed for the uncorrelated channeL 
On a well designed satellite link, the contribution of thermal noise, Faraday rotation and 
ionospheric scintillation is very small relative to the fading caused by shadowing and 
multi path interference and it is ignored in the following [4]. Weak echoes are expected in a 
satellite channel and therefore there is no much gain that can be obtained through using a 
rake receiver [10]. However, a rake receiver can be used to implement satellite diversity and 
seamless satellite handover. Signals from different satellites produces a pseudo - multipath 
and the rake receiver can be used in the reception of these signals. Satellite diversity analysis 
is beyond the scope of this work. 
3.2.1 Pairwise Error Probability (PEP) 
Assume, Xo to be the transmitted codeword over a fading channel, Xj to be the received 
signal vector and that the receiver can accurately estimate the channel, i.e. the fast fading 
vector p is perfectly known at the receiver [II]. The probability that the decoder ineorrectly 
decodes Xo into a codeword Xo is known as the Pairwise Error Probability (PEP). To evaluate 
the PEP, perfect channel interleaving is assumed which results in an independent fading for 
each code symbol [11]. Therefore, only the Hamming weight of the incorrect codeword 
matters. For a single user system, the conditional PEP conditioned on p is given by [11], 
[69], 
(3.2) 
where Eh is the bit energy and No is the power of the double sided AWGN. R is the code 
rate, d is the maximum number of differing bit positions between Xo and xo ' ih is the index 
of the differing bit positions and Q(.) is the Q-function. Here Craig's formula that has been 
used in [11] and [69] is used, 
(3.3) 












For Rician fading, PcRicJ x"' xo) is given by [11], 
(3.5) 
where c is the Rice factor and Yc (2REJNn)E[Pi~'J. The PEP for Rayleigh 
fading, PcRi/l/ x,,, x,,), is obtained by setting c = 0 in PcRifJ x"' XII)' that is, 
drp 
(3.5a) 
For the two state channel model, the received signal envelope for the clear LOS signal 
follows a Rician pdf and is given by, 
(3.6) 
when there is no shadowing. However, when there is shadowing, the received signal 
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where A is the time-share of shadowing parameter. The PEP can then be calculated using 
the PEP for the Rayleigh and Rician given above as, 
Pc(x",x,,) J P(PX2( 2R~ fPi~ ]d{P} 
{p} tva h=l 
= J((1-A)P/P)+A [Pp;JP IYc)P;J)'c)drcp( 
{p} 
J(1 A)PJP)Q( 2R fPi~l)d{P} 
{p} tva h=l 
+A rJ (PIYc)Q( 2R N, fp,; )d{P}P;, (y,.)dy, 
= (1 A) PcRi'/ x".x())+ A [P2R",l x".x" )pyJY,)dy, (3.11 ) 
where PcRhi x". x,,) is the Rician PEP given in (3.5) and P2Rarl xo' xo ) is the Rayleigh PEP 
which is obtained by setting c = 0 in PcRhJ x"' x,,). The second term in (3.11) shows that the 
PEP under shadowing can be evaluated by averaging P2Rm/ x".x,,) over Y" Yc = (2REh1tvO) 
for the nom1alised Rician component and it is Lognonnal distributed (3.9) for the Rayleigh-
Lognormal component. Equation (3.11) is simplified following the steps of [70J and the 
assumption that fading and shadowing are independent similar to [I ] ]. 
The average analytical bit error rate bound of the turbo code is obtained by assuming 
maximum likelihood decoding and unifonn interleaving. It is upper bounded by, 
(3.12) 
where Ad is the error coefficient and is the average number of bit errors caused by the 
transition between the all - zero codeword and codewords of weight d. dmin is the minimum 
Hamming distance of the code. Ad is calculated using (2.5), 











and ~(xo,xo) is evaluated numerically usmg Gaussian Quadratures, the Gauss -
Laguerre and the Gauss - Legendre quadratures, [71], [72], as follows, 
1 90 
(1 A)-I W(qJj 
4,1 
. , ( \ 
2sm'IJ l -dey, j exp , 
, , . :'0 2sin'O(J+e)/c 
T~sm 
l+e 
The numbers of coefficients for the quadratures were fixed after observations of the 
results with different values. 
3.3 Results 
A concatenation of two constituent RSC codes in parallel and separated by a 
pseudorandom interleaver is considered. The code rate is 1/3 and the constraint length for the 
constituent codes is three. The generator polynomials of the constituent codes are (1 517)8 
and each constituent decoder utilises the MAP algorithm for simulation purposes [46]. 
Zeroes equal to the memory length of the encoders are padded at the end of each frame to 
facilitate decoding. The number of iterations for the simulation is set to ten. A pseudorandom 
interleaver is used in this work. 
In a typical satellite channel, the values of the Rice factor (c) are in the range of6 to 18dB 
whilst the values of the shadowing mean (;1) and the shadowing standard deviation (a) are in 
the range of -7 to -16dB and 2 to 6dB respectively [4], [26]. For the simulation and analysis 
examples presented below, the following values are used unless stated; c = 12dB, 11 -lOdB, 
0'= 2dB, the time-share of shadowing parameter (A) 0.3, [4], [60] and the input message 
length is 100 bits, since the aim is to quantify the performance for short frame length input 
messages. The channel values shows that an investigation of the turbo code performance in 
an environment with a larger LOS signal between the LEO satellite and a mobile user on 











3.3.1 Simulation Results 
The first set of results shows the perfonnance of turbo codes with changes in the channel 
parameter values; c, 11, (J, and A. These are shown in Figure 3.1 to Figure 3.4. The system 
perfonnance improves as the Rice Factor increases, as shown in Figure 3.1. However, it is 
observed from the figure that there is little improvement on the code perfonnance when the 
Rice Factor is increased from 12dB to 18dB, as compared to, the Rice factor increases from 
6dB to 12dB. Nonetheless, the turbo code perfonnance improves with increasing Rice factor 
as expected. This is because as the Rice factor increases, the channel fading is reduced and 
the channel approaches the A WGN channel. As expected, in Figure 3.2, the perfonnance 
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Figure 3.1: Simulation results showing the turbo code performance as the Rice Factor, c, changes. 
This is caused by the dominance of the Rayleigh - Lognonnal tenn in the channel model 
symbolising increase in shadowing. The figure shows that the turbo code performance is bad 
in heavily shadowed environments. 
Figure 3.3 shows the turbo code perfonnance measured against changes in the shadowing 











5dB to -15dB. A clear improvement on the turbo code performance is shown in Figure 3.4 
whereby a decrease in the shadowing standard deviation, (T, is proportional to an increase in 
the turbo code performance improvement. In Figure 3.5, the performance improvement that 
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Figure 3.2: Simulation results showing the turbo code performance as the time share of 
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Figure 3.4: Simulation results showing the turbo code perfonnance as the shadowing standard 
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Figure 3.5: Simulation results showing the turbo code performance as the message length 
changes. (Frame = message length). 
3.3.2 Analytical Results 
The results that are given in this section were obtained through numerical evaluation of 
(3.12) with the use of the Gaussian Quadratures. The first two results show the comparison of 
the numerical analytic results with simulation results. From Figure 3.6, the analytical bound 
is shown and it matches closely with the simulation results. The divergence at low SNR, 
which is normal for the union bound on turbo codes, is observed. 
In Figure 3.7, the average analytical bound is compared with simulation results for 
different values of the shadowing standard deviation, (j. It is shown that the bound is tight 
for small values of (j, that is, the bound is more appropriate for a communication link that 
has lower shadowing density. The tightness of the bound is questionable to actual simulation 
results from a specific interleaving scheme [69] (a pseudorandom interleaver is used here). 
This is due to the use of the union bound and the uniform interleaver in the analysis, and the 
method of generating the channel r.v.s during simulation [69]. The assumption of ML 
decoding also has an effect. The effects of these assumptions is shown in Figure 3.7 for the 
simulation and the bound when (j = 3. Otherwise, the performance is shown to degrade as 
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Figure 3.7: Simulation and the average bound results with variation in (J. (20 iterations) 
The next set of results presents the perfonnance of the code as the parameters, message 
length, the shadowing parameter, A and the shadowing standard deviation (j are varied. In 
Figure 3.8, the bound shows that there is a perfonnance improvement with increase in 











performance degradation as CJ changes between 2dB and 5dB. This is observed from Figure 
3.9 for SNR lOdB. It is clear, from this result, that for better performance, a power control 
algorithm that will keep CJ below 2dB is a better option and such an algorithm can 
complement the turbo code very well. Figure 3.10 shows that there is major performance 
degradation as A increases. A sharp drop is observed between A 0.05 and 0.2 and after 0.2 
the bad performance stabilises. This shows that satellite communications is good for 
environments with a larger un-shadowed LOS component and turbo codes performance 
strongly depends on the type of environment for the mobile user location . 
....... Frame = 100 
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In this chapter, the perfonnance of turbo codes on a two state uncorrelated satellite 











derived based on the union bound. It is shown that, turbo codes perfonn well in satellite 












Performance of Turbo Codes in a Correlated Satellite Channel 
This chapter presents the perfonnance of the turbo code in a correlated satellite channel. 
The system model that is used is the same as the one in Chapter 3. Correlated channels are 
experienced in practice as compared to ideal or uncorrelated channels especially in LEO 
satellite systems which are considered in this work. The use of a channel interleaver in 
practical systems helps in mitigating the effects of the correlated channel on the transmitted 
signal, but it does not make the channel appear memory less at the receiver. An average 
analytical bound based on the conventional union bound is derived to evaluate the 
perfonnance of the code. The bound can be used for a wide range of channel conditions from 
correlated to uncorrelated channels depending on the magnitude of the correlation being 
investigated. 
4.1 System Model 
A bit sequence is turbo coded using a turbo encoder with two identical rate 112 RSC 
encoders with constraint length of 3. The RSC encoders are parallel concatenated through an 
interleaver. The turbo encoder produces a systematic sequence multiplexed with the parity 
sequences generated by the two encoders and therefore the overall rate of the turbo encoder 
is 113 without the tail bits, The tail bits are simply an addition of zeroes at the end of a frame 
and it is assumed that the decoder knows the final state. The turbo encoder output is then 
block or random interleaved by a channel inter/caver. It is then finally transmitted using 
antipodal binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation. At the receiving end, the reverse 
takes place. 
The received signal after match filtering and sampling is, 
r(t) py(t) + ,,(I) (4.1 ) 
where, p is the correlated fading channel coefficient, y(t) is the sent infonnation signal 
and ,,(t) represents zero mean double sided additive white Gaussian noise (A WGN). The 
fading is considered to be correlated in time. Perfect channel estimation at the receiver is 











concatenated constituent decoders separated by a dual decoder interleaver. These decoders 
exchange soft infonnation iteratively to reduce the probability of a bit in error. 
4.2 PEP in Correlated Channels 
The analysis in this section is based on the bounds derived in [70] and [73]. The LOS 
component of the received signal is assumed to be real with amplitude Sf) and the diffuse 
component, S(t) , has real and imaginary components, SR/t) andsfm(t) , that is, 
(4.2) 
where SR/t) and sfm(t) are statistically independent Gaussian r.v.s with the same variance, 
Let X be the random vector X [XI 'X2 .X) •....• x2P ] consisting of a sequence of the real 
and imaginary signal components of the received signal without noise observed at time, 
t !f,l2 •.... ,!P' [73], that is, 
(4.3 ) 
p is the number of observed real components. Then the joint pdf of X is given by the joint 
Gaussian density function, 
J(X) 
{
I ( - ) f ( -)T 1 exp - 2 X - X M- X - X J 
Ilt1{ (27f)P 
( 4.4) 
where X is the average of X, M is the autocovariance matrix, (. f is the matrix transpose, 














M is positive definite andm jj (Jl. For any other) and h=1.2 ..... p, 
Tnjh = mj+p'/I~P E[SRV (tf )SRe (th ) ] = E[ s'nr (I j )Sfm (t,,) ] 
(4.7) 
= Raa (t j t h) (JJ p (II -t h) 
where Raa ( r) and p ( r) are the covariance and the nonnalised auto - covariance functions 
respectively. These functions are associated with the channel. The Jakes spectrum is 
considered in this thesis and it is a symmetrical spectra. Therefore, 
mi' p.h mll,+ P = E [ S Re (t j ) S /m (th ) ] 0 (4.8) 
The simplified fonn of the covariance matrix is, 
(4.9) 
where L is a p by p square symmetric matrix with elements, lih' equal to P(/ti -t"I). 
The union bound is used to obtain the average bit error probability, Pn as before, 
(4.10) 
When BPSK is considered, the average conditional PEP, p( diE,) , is given by, 
(4.11 ) 
where, Q(.) is the Q function, No is the AWGN power and Ej is the energy contained in 
the d locations where a particular codeword, cj ' differs from the all zero codeword, co' Ej is 
expressed as, 












Eb and R are the bit energy and the code rate respectively. The Q function can be 
expressed as [11], 
(4.13) 
The unconditional average PEP is found by averaging P ( diE, ) over f (Xi) , 
1 r~l (-REhX.XTY() = - exp . J J • X. dX ,d C/> 
1C Xj l No Sin 2 C/> J J 
( 4.14) 
Equation (4.14) can be further simplified through comparison with the method provided in 
[70] and then becomes, 
(4.15) 
p( d j ) can be further simplified by using M j and Xi' where M j and 5( are replaced 
by M and X respectively, that is, 
{ 
2 2 REh B [ 20"2 REh L [\1- 1 BT} exp -S()O" T ' ::: ,.::: j + 
I f"/ No sm C/> No Sin C/> J 
P(d)= 12 dC/> 
J 1C I 2 ORE (r h L I 
---=-,~ .+ 
No sin- C/> J 
(4.16) 
where, B [],], ... ,],1]. 
P (d; ) is then substituted into (4.10) to get an expression of the average probability of 











integration, matrix inversions and determinants must be repeated for all codewords. Due to 
the complexity and computational burden, the bound can be simplified using the methods 
stated in [70] and [73] but this may affect the bound and further make it appear useless for 
certain cases as stated. In [73], the bound is simplified through isolation and normalisation of 
the terms that are contained in the matrix operations and then these terms are bounded for all 
pairs of codewords. The quadratic form at the numerator of the bound is bounded to obtain a 
simpler quadratic inversion and the determinant is bounded to obtain looser and simpler 
bounds. The resulting expression has terms including the autocovariance matrices and these 
terms are then bounded for any pair of codewords. Energy degradation factors, which reflect 
the maximum energy degradation associated with the correlation between received code 
symbols, are defined to simplify the evaluation of the tenns with autocovariance matrices. 
However, the simplified bound was shown to be useless when compared with the original 
bound [73]. 
In order to approximate the bound (4.16) and further reduce the computational time for 
the correlated bound, the Q - function is bounded by an exponential function. That is, 
J -x-
Q(x):5 e 2 
2 
(4.17) 
The PEP over a correlated Rician fading channel is then calculated using (4.12), (4.4) and 
the method in [70] as, 
P(dJ = Lp(dIEJf(Xj)dXj 
J 
1 ( 
< I -expl 
"'.') AT 
J - \ HO 
_~ cxp{- >YiM+ 
2 (4.18) 
again we are considering the Jakes spectrum and therefore the PEP for Rician fading can 












The Gauss - Laguerre quadrature is used to evaluate the PEP bound for the Rayleigh -
Lognormal channel. The Rayleigh PEP is obtained by setting the Rice factor to zero and the 
overall PEP is evaluated as in (3.11). Therefore, the Rayleigh PEP is given by, 
PRovl ( d j ) = -----
20"2 REb L. + 1 
N ] 
o 





+ 1)'1 BT} 
No No 
Pc(xo ' xo) = (1- A) --'--------------"-
2a
2 
REb L + 1 
N ] 
o 
15 1 1 0 [( 10 In y; - f1 ) 2] 
+AI--,----W(Y;)a2y,. !]:'lnlO exp y; - 2a2 
;=1 2a" REh "L7r 
---'-'-L+1 N J o 
(4.20) 
(4.21 ) 
For ideally interleaved channels, Lj becomes an identity matrix and this simplifies p( d j ). 
The determinant simplifies to 
(4.22) 
and the product, 
(4.23) 













This bound is a function of the Hamming distance between the received codeword and the 
all zero codeword. 
4.3 Channel Interleaving 
The bound can be evaluated for different channel correlation levels. Interleaving 
randomises code symbols and therefore reduces correlation. The derived bound can be used 
to investigate the depth of interleaving as in [70]. Viewing from an error performance 
standpoint, interleaving to a depth 1 has the same effect as increasing the symbol duration to 
1Th, and this is true for any stationary flat fading channel when block interleaving is 
concerned, [70] and [73]. Therefore, the elements of the L matrix become p( lit} tI.l) to 
accommodate the interleaving effect, and hence, partial interleaving effects can be taken into 
consideration. 
4.4 Results 
The results on the performance of the turbo code in a correlated satellite channel are 
discussed in this section. The simulator presented in [74] is used to generate the correlated 
fading r.v.s with appropriate modifications to generate the Rician fading r.v.s. 
To evaluate the average analytical bound, it is assumed that bit errors occur only in 
consecutive or adjacent bits in a received codeword. This assumption may make the bound 
look useless but it helps in evaluating the performance with the computing power that is 
availlable. It may be considered to be the worst case under correlation. With this assumption, 
the auto covariance matrix is evaluated only once for each codeword weight, instead of for 
each different non-zero bit positions. Therefore, the assumption reduces the computation 
whilst giving an idea of the turbo codes behaviour. 
It is noted that as more terms are added the covariance matrix is increased and adding 











time and approximate bound, only terms with Hamming weight up to ten were considered in 
the calculations. 
Again, an environment with a larger LOS signal compared to a shadowed signal is 
considered. The common values of the satellite channel are c = 5dB, fl -10dB, (J 2dB, 
tDT 0.2 and A 0.3. These values are used in the results presented in this section except 
where clearly stated. The message length is set to 100 unless otherwise specified. 
Figure 4.1 shows the comparison of the performance of the turbo code in a correlated and 
an uncorrelated satellite channeL The degradation caused by the correlated channel is easily 
noticeable for tDT 0.01 (tDT is the normalised Doppler Effect - a multiplication of the 
Doppler frequency and the sampling rate and it is a measure of the fade rate, 0 < tDT::; 1). A 
good channel interleaver can improve the performance to approximate that of an uncorrelated 
channel. From the figure, it is shown that at BER = 10-2, the difference between the code 














Figure 4.1: Performance comparison in a correlated and an uncorrelated channel. roT 0.01 and 
c 12dB. 
Figure 4.2 - Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of the average bound with simulation 











the bound is well suited to estimate the code performance in lightly correlated scenarios. In 
Figure 4.3, it is shown that the average bound is less sensitive to variations in /1, whilst in 
Figure 4.4, it is observed that the bound is good for low values of c. It is also observed that 
for large values of c, the bound is useful at large SNR values. The bound loosens with 
increases in A as shown in Figure 4.5. Overall, the bound seems useful in estimating the 
turbo code performance in a correlated satellite channel. 
Figure 4.6 to Figure 4.8 shows the analytical performance for the correlated channeL 
Figure 4.6 shows that good performance can be noticed for fDT = 1. That is, a channel 
interleaver that will keep fDT approximately equal to 1 is desirable. Over - interleaving does 
not significantly improve the performance of the turbo code whilst values of fDT that are less 
than 0.01 shows the worst perfonnance of the code. Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 shows the 
performance of the code as the interleaver depth increased when SNR is kept at 10dB. 
In Figure 4.7, it is observed that as the channel interleaver depth is increased, the code 
perfom1ance improves because the interleaver mitigates the effects of correlation. However, 
Figure 4.8 shows that there is a state whereby the code performance is not improved by the 
increase in channel interleaver size, and again, this shows over - interleaving may not 
improve the performance as much as might be anticipated. For example, from Figure 4.8, it is 
observed that an interleaver with interleaving depth of 30 can enhance the code performance 
in a shorter receiver processing time, and the performance is not much different from that of 
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Figure 4.6: Perfomlance in a correlated channel as fDT changes. 
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An average perfonnance bound that can be applied to a wide range of satellite channel 
conditions was presented. It is used to show the perfonnance of turbo codes in a correlated 
two state satellite channel model. The bound was evaluated only for the case whereby errors 
occur in adjacent bits of the received codeword. The bound gives an insight on the behaviour 
of the turbo code in different correlated channel conditions. It is shown to be useful at lower 
SNR values. The turbo code performs poorly in a correlated channel but as expected a good 
channel interleaver can be used to improve the perfonnance. Channel over - interleaving is 












Performance of a Turbo Coded Satellite OS - COMA System 
In this chapter, a turbo coded DS - CDMA satellite system model is developed. 
Simulation and analytical results on the performance of the system are presented. The two 
state satellite channel model is considered. As stated in [10], a rake receiver can be used 
together with satellite diversity to improve aDS - CDMA satellite system perfom1ance. That 
is, a number of satellites are visible to a user at any given time. Simulation results are 
presented to show the improvement gained by the use of satellite diversity. 
5.1 System Model 
A general communication system is shown in Figure 5.1. Each of the K user's information 
bits are turbo encoded, channel interleaved and multiplied by a DS CDMA modulator. It is 
the BPSK modulated and the sum of all the K users is transmitted. The transmitted signal 
goes through a multiplicative fading channel (satellite channel) with A WGN. At the receiver, 
the opposite of the transmitter side takes place, that is, the signal is demodulated, de -
interleaved and decoded for a specific user of interest. In this case, the user of interest is user 
1 and therefore, the received BPSK demodulator signal is correlated with a spreading code 
sequence of user I, that is, there is no multiuser detection .. 
A multi - satellite system (satellite diversity system) is considered as shown in Figure 5.2. 
The system consists of L LEO satellites serving as base stations with S spot beams and 
transparent transponders. K mobile terminals (users) are on the earth surface and 
communicate with the satellites. The satellites are assumed to utilise highly directional 
antennas and therefore the spot beams are assumed not to interseet. Asynchronous 
transmission is considered. From the satellites, the users' signals are transmitted to the earth 
stations where they can be routed to other networks or satellites depending on the location of 












5.1.1 Transmitter Model 
The transmitter model is shown in Figure 5.1 a). For a single user single satellite system, 
the turbo encoded BPSK modulated DS-CDMA transmitted signal, S,(I) , is given by, 
S,(I) = mb(I)C(I)cos(aJct) (5.1 ) 
where P, b(t) , c(t), and Wc are the signal power, turbo eoded binary data sequence, 
binary spreading pseudorandom sequence and carrier frequency respectively. 
User 1 Turbo 
Data Encoder 
User K Turbo 
Data Encoder 
a) The transmitter model. 
Transmitted 
Signal 
Channel OS-COMA BPSK 
Interleaver Modulator Modulator 
Channel OS-COMA BPSK 
Interleaver Modulator Modulator 
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Considering a multi-user environment, the kth user's transmitted signal is given by, 
(5.2) 
where ~, bk (I) and ck (I) are the signal power, binary data sequence and binary spreading 
pseudorandom sequence of the kth user respectively. It is assumed that all users transmit at 





Cell of interest .---jl.o;:---+--
ESs = Earth Stations 
PSTN = Public Switched Telecommunication Network 
PLMN = Public Land Mobile Network 
Figure 5.2: A multi - satellite system with each satellite having multiple spot beams. 
5.1.2 Receiver Model 
For asynchronous users, the received signal is given by [60], [65], 
kcl 1=1 
(5.3) 
where n(l) is the A WGN with two - sided power spectral density No12, PI is the 











respectively. p,k can represent either correlated or uncorrelated fading. ck (t) is the spreading 
sequence of the kth user generated at a rate liTe, and bk (t) is the binary information data for 
the ,z1h user generated at a rate J ITb. Te and Tb are the chip duration and bit duration 
respectively. Therefore, the processing gain, N, is given by N = TbiTe. r; and cp; are the time 
delay and carrier phase respectively. /3/ is the spot beam isolation coefficient and it 
represent the effect of spot beam antenna patterns. It also accounts for the Multiple Access 
Interference (MAl) that the lth satellite illuminating user k imposes on the desired user. 
These coefficients are assumed to be the same for all the satellites, i.e. /3t' 13k and also 
13' = 1 forthe user of interest [60]. 
Using a coherent BPSK receiver, and assuming that the receiver locks on each path, the 
Maximum Ratio Combined (MRC) received signal from an L - finger Rake receiver, for a 
specific user of interest, user 1, is, 
where, 
~ { ITh +r; 12 1 1 ( , ) ( / ) } L.... I' ,/-n(t)p/e t-r/ .eos COJ + cp[ dt 
I~I I ~ ~ 
L (+rl [f r::;-;; K L 
+~.lr; 1 ~T;'V2~{;~P:bk(t-r:)ek(t-r:)cos(caJ+<p:)p:cl(t rn 
.cos (caJ + CP:) dt 
+ t rf If)2?, ,~,tp:P,'b' (I r:)c' (I r:)cos(wJ+~;) p; 












'7/ r If p: n(t)c: (t - r: )cos(oJct + cp: )dt 
XI, VI and '7/ represent the desired user's signal, the MAl and the A WGN components. bk/ 
and b; represent the previous binary information data bit and the current information bit 
respectively for the kth user. Rlk ( r) and Rlk ( r) are cross correlation coefficients of the 
spreading codes and are given by, 
5.2 Performance Analysis 
The analytic expression of the bit error rate (BER) of the system is derived in this section. 
The Gaussian approximation method is used to approximate the MAl in the system and then 
the union bound is applied for the performance of the turbo coded system. 
5.2.1 BER Calculation Using the Gaussian Approximation Method 
The decision statistic, V I, may be modelled as a Gaussian r. v. whereby XI is deterministic 
and VI and 'II are assumed to be zero mean Gaussian r. v.s [75]. That is, the A WGN and MAl 
components are assumed to be zero mean Gaussian r.v.s. Defining Z, as the total noise and 
interference term, i.e. ZI = VI + 'lJ, Vi can be expressed as 
(5.5) 
u l is a Gaussian r.v. with a mean that is equal to the mean of XI, and a variance that is 












and the variance of Z/, , is evaluated as, 
a~ = var(~) + var{lJ, ) 
All the K users are transmitting at the same power and therefore, the variance of 
is [75], 
r,,2 (K -l)P 
6N I 
( 
Therefore the variance of Z is, 
(5.7) 
where y = E [{p; r ] . For the two state channel model, E [{p; r ] in is given by, 
(5.8) 
where normalised Rician and Rayleigh fading is assumed. 
Therefore for a single path, the output SNR ofthe MRC receiver is given by, 
_ (XY 
y, ---,-
. 2a~ (5.9) 
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p = 2 [ E,Y [( K 1) + I fll + No J 
3N{ k~K+J 2 
(5.10) 
5.2.2 BER Performance Bound 
The PEP is evaluated by calculating the total variance of the interference and then, 
(5.l1) 
where is the total variance, that is, the sum of the A WGN and the MAl variances, and 
given in equation (5.7). ih is the index of the differing bit positions and d is the maximum 
number of differing bit positions between the received codeword and the transmitted 
codeword. Rand Eb are the code rate and the bit energy, respectively. Similarly as shown for 
the turbo code performance before, thc PEP is given by, 
(5.12) 
where (xo,Xo ) and ~Railxo,x,,)are the Rician PEP and the Rayleigh PEP. The PEP 
is essentially evaluated in a similar way as in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 where a; takes the 
place of No . A bound for satellite diversity can be developed in a similar manner. This is 
essentially true for both correlated and uncorrelated channels since correlation only affects 
the autocorrelation matrix in the correlated PEP bound. The general expression for the 
probability of error is given in (3.12). 
5.3 Results 
The turbo code considered consists of two (1,517)8 constituent RSC codes separated by a 
pseudorandom interleaver. The channel values are, A = 0.3, a = 2dB, f1 = -IOdS, c = 12dB, 
the message length is 100, and N = 127 unless specified. The number of iterations is set at 
ten. Define OCl, the other cell interference factor, as the ratio of the MAl from other cell 












SK I fJk OCI*(K -I) (5.13) 
k~K+1 
This helps in reducing the number of users in the simulation and also leads to an easier 
way of calculating the bound. OCI is more critical in satellite CDMA networks and it is 
much larger than in terrestrial cellular networks [76]. For terrestrial networks,OCI "'" 0.44, 
whilst in satellite networks it is larger that 0.5 and can be as high as 1.79 [76]. This 
corresponds to the uplink communication and the situation is different for the downlink 
communication. In satellite systems, the spot beam antenna characteristics determines the 
interference power and in [76] it was shown that OCI can be reduced by increasing the spot 
beam isolation coefficient, which can be achieved by increasing the antenna diameter or 
reducing the number of spot beams. OCI in LEO satellite system is much larger than OCI in 
MEO satellite system [76]. 
5.3.1 Simulation Results 
In Figure 5.3, it is shown that, for a multi user scenario, it is shown that the system 
perfonnance improves as the processing gain, N, is increased in Figure 5.3. thie is because 
the load in the system is reduced with increase in N. In a multi - user scenario whereby the 
other cell interference or inter-cell interference is considered, Figure 5.4, it is shown that the 
performance degrades as the other cell interference factor increases. The importance of this 
factor in satellite system has been proved in [76]. 
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 shows the performance of the system as the number of users 
increases in an uncorrelated channel. Figure 5.5 shows the system performance for different 
SNR values. From the figure, it is shown that the BER is higher than 10.2 after 100 users 
enter into the system for SNR 5dB and it is higher than 10.2 after about 175 users for SNR 
lOdB which is almost double of the former. Again, in Figure 5.6, the system performance 
is shown as (j changes. In Figure 5.7, diversity is considered. It is shown that diversity 
improves the system perfom1ance. Here, the channel random variables are independent 
identical random variables for both satellites. This is done in order to show the gain achieved 
through diversity. Other cases can be evaluated whereby different channel values are 












Figure 5.8 show the performance of the turbo coded DS - CDMA system when a single 
cell and single satellite is considered. It is shown that the performance of the system is 
improved when the message length is increased even in the correlated channel. The 
degradation in system performance due to correlation is observed in Figure 5.9 where fDT 
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Figure 5.3: Simulation results showing the turbo-coded system perfom1ance of a multi-user single 
satellite system as the processing gain, N, changes in an uncorrelated channel. There are 50 users 
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Figure 5.4: Simulation results showing the turbo-coded system performance of a multi-user single 
satellite system as the other cell interferenee factor, OCI, changes in an un correlated channel. 
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Figure 5.5: Simulation results showing the turbo-coded system perfonnance of a single satellite 
and single spot beam satellite system as the number of users increase for different values of the 
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Figure 5.6: Simulation results showing the performance of a single satellite and single spot beam 
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Figure 5.7: Simulation results showing the performance of the system with diversity consideration 
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Figure 5.8: Simulation results showing the turbo - coded system performance of a single satellite 
system as the frame length changes in a correlated channel. tDT = 0.01 and there are 10 users in 
the system. (Frame message length). 
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Figure 5.9: Performance comparison of the turbo-coded system performance in correlated and 
uncorrelated satellite channels. tDT 0.01 and there are 10 users. 
5.3.2 Analytical Results 
In Figure 5.10, the bound is compared with simulation results for a system with 10 users 











half of the interference from the users of the spot beam of interest (DCI = 0.5). The 
processing gain is 127. In this figure, the simulation results are shown to agree with the 
average analytic bound for the uncorrelated channel. 
Figure 5.11 shows the effects of increase in the number of users. For the single user case, 
the bound is evaluated without the other cell interference. As with the simulations, the system 
performance degrades as the number of users increase. In Figure 5.12, the bound is evaluated 
for different values of DCI and it is observed that the system performance degrades as DCI 
increases. A clear representation of the system performance for different DCI is shown in 
Figure 5.13 with the increase in the number of users. As the number of users increases in the 
system, the performance differences are larger for the different DCI. 
Correlation results for the average bound are shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15. 
Figure 5.14 shows that the bound loosens as the number of users increase in the system and 
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Figure 5.10: Simulation and the average bound results in an uncorrelated channel. A = 0.1, (J 
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Figure 5.13: Performance of a single multiple spot beam satellite system as the number of users 
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Figure 5.15: Simulation and analytic results with A 0.3 and 10 users in the system. 
5.4 Summary 
The performance of the turbo coded DS - CDMA system on a satellite communication 
channel was evaluated in this chapter. The two state channel model was being investigated. 
The analytical average upper bound was derived based on the union bounding technique and 
the Gaussian approximation method. It has been shown that turbo codes perform well in 
uncorrelated or fully interleaved satellite channels. Simulation and analytical results were 
presented to indicate aehievable performance under different conditions of the system and the 
eommunication channel. Analytical results on the correlated channel show that the bound is 












Conclusion and Future Work 
In this thesis, the perfonnance of turbo codes and a turbo coded DS CDMA system has 
been shown in a satellite channeL The perfonnance of the code has been shown through 
Monte Carlo simulations and analysis for both correlated and uncorrelated channels. The 
simulations were carried out in a model simulator developed in for the purposes of 
evaluation, and the numerical analysis was also carried out in C++ using the codes given in 
[77]. It is shown that substantial coding gain is obtained through the use of turbo codes even 
for short input message lengths codes in the satellite channeL The analytical bounds show 
considerable tightness to simulation results for the satellite channel and they can be used to 
analyse the perfonnance of the code in different channel conditions. They can also be used in 
the development of turbo codes for future satellite applications. 
Future work: 
• In this work, only a single constituent code was analysed without any 
infonnation showing its superiority over other codes in the system or 
environment. Therefore, finding and designing the optimal constituent codes for 
the turbo code in the two state channel is an important step. Again, an adaptive 
system can be designed that would be fit for the fragile environment. 
• A simple union bound was applied for the analysis in this work, tighter 
perfonnance bounds for the turbo code and the system may be derived. This 
would help in achieving more accurate analytical results that would remove the 
need for simulations results. 
• In Chapter 5 of this work, the analysis is carried out for a single satellite 
system. Since diversity is a necessary characteristic of LEO satellite systems, the 
perfonnance analysis of a multi - satellite system may be carried out in future 
work. This would greatly reduce the time required to obtain simulation results and 
thus better analysis can be achieved in a shorter time. 
• The channel interleaver plays a major role in communications. This is 











channel interleaving and also in partial interleaving scenanos. Therefore, a 
channel interleaver design for the turbo coded satellite system may be developed 
to enhance the performance of the whole system. The challenge is to design a 
good adaptive channel interleaver that would adapt to the fast changing 
environment in land mobile satellite communications. The effect of such an 
interleaver may not be realisable due to the large propagation time. 
• With the advance in multi-user wireless communications, a multi-user 
detector can be designed to improve the system performance. This would help in 
the further reduction of the required power for the system. 
• Uncorrelated shadowing was assumed, however, consideration of 
correlated shadowing may give further insights on the system performance. 
Correlated shadowing is realised in some cases of practical systems. Ways of 
improving the performance of the turbo coded system under such conditions may 
be investigated. 
• A comparison of the perfonnance of the turbo codes and convolutional 
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